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I
f you have never been to a

European Transplant & Dialysis

Sports Championships you might

well wonder what the fuss is all

about?!

If I was to try and summarise it in

one sentence it would be: it is about

people and it is about making a

difference. Our team of 46 people

that travelled to Finland for this year’s

Championships was made up of 27

competitors and 19 supporters but

the network of people behind them

was vast. 

When you realise the value that

travelling supporters (family members

and friends) put on their loved one’s

involvement, in transplant and dialysis

sport, you realise that its impact goes

beyond the 7 days of competition.

Having a goal such as the European or

World events motivates a healthy and

active approach to day to day life

resulting in so many positive

outcomes not only for the individual

but for their families too.

When you look at the wider impact

of the existence of our sports team

you realise that the value of the

project extends beyond those

immediately involved. At our recent

Service of Remembrance and

Thanksgiving I witnessed a member of

a donor family approach members of

our team to acknowledge their

accomplishments but also to express

appreciation for what they represent.

My favourite tweet associated with

our involvement in this year’s

European Championships read;

“Seeing the Irish team return from the

Transplant & Dialysis European

Championships so happy makes me

glad to be an organ donor.” It truly is

about people and about making a

difference. 

Our team could not travel if it were

not for the support of the transplant

and dialysis medical community.

Whether it is completing a medical

form or simply giving words of

encouragement, the support of an

athlete’s medical team can make all

the difference when it comes to

confidence building. 

With a growing realisation that

healthcare should not only be reactive

(healing the sick) our physicians can

help inspire their patients to take a

more proactive role in their own

healthcare by encouraging and

supporting them to lead an active and

healthy lifestyle that includes

participation in events such as the

European Transplant & Dialysis Sports

Championships. continued next page....

By COLIN WHITE
TEAM MANAGER
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When I look at the number of new
enquiries about our team that we
received after coverage of our time in
Finland it is clear that our team
members are not only reaping the
personal benefits of an active and
sporting lifestyle, they are also having
a positive influence on others who are
travelling a similar path through life.

The World Transplant Games
Federation has recently launched a
new initiative, Fit For Life!, aimed at
highlighting the value of regular
physical activity and sport in daily life
with a view to encouraging more
transplant recipients to take that first
step off the couch to start a positive
and enjoyable journey in the world of
sport. I am particularly delighted that a
member of our team, Ron Grainger,
has been chosen as one of the first 12
World Ambassadors who will promote
this initiative.

The message from this year’s
Championships, and every event our
team attends, is simple: transplant and
dialysis sport is a way of life, not just 7
days in a year.

Our back room team rose to the
challenge once again this year making
my job as Team Manager so
straightforward. I view my role more as
a facilitator than a manager in the Irish
set up because we have such excellent
people on board. The natural order of

things within the team is based around
positivity and support and all of the
new people buy into it straight away –
with Harry Ward as Captain how could
you not?!

I cannot put into words what it
means to me personally to be a part of
Transplant Team Ireland. The people I
have met, the friends I have made and
the constant inspiration I draw from

everyone is such a positive and life
affirming experience. I was delighted
that my wife, Chikoyo, was again a
member of the team – she is my daily
inspiration and to have been given the
opportunity to present her with one of
the medals she won in Finland is a
wonderful memory of a truly shared
experience that will stay with me for a
very long time.

Transplant and
dialysis sport 

is a way of life, 
not just 7 days 

in a year

A proud Colin presenting Chikoyo with one of the medals
she won in Finland.



S
unday July 10th saw Transplant Team Ireland meet in Dublin Airport to
travel to Vantaa, Finland for the 9th European Transplant & Dialysis
Sports Championships. The buzz of excitement and anticipation
amongst us all, competitors and supporters alike, was very noticeable for

all to see.
Having our competitors travel in full team kit and our supporters also wearing

their tops ensured that we turned heads at the airport. The many good wishes
we received were much appreciated. 

As Team Captain it was great to see how the team interacted. To see the old
members and the new members coming together so easily it was a real reminder
that we are like one big happy family and we were setting off on another great
adventure. What an adventure it turned out to be...!

As a competitor it is always reassuring to know that there is strong team
support no matter where you finish. Everyone was celebrated as if they had won
the Grand National! Our supporters are inspirational and, without them, we
would not achieve what we achieve. This level of support is always encouraging
to see but, equally, I enjoy seeing our team support EVERYONE at the
Championships.

The reason I look forward to the European Championships so much is that we have members on the team who are on
dialysis. They come to the Championships and go and have their dialysis in a strange country and when they are finished it
is back to training for their next event. Each and every one of our dialysis athletes give it their all and more. 

I would strongly advise anyone who is currently on dialysis, even if you do not want to go and take part in the next
Championships, just to come to the ALSAA Sports Complex at Dublin airport. Our next training day is January 15th at

11.00 am.
I would like to thank all of our team members

and our wonderful supporters for putting up with
me and being on time for all our meetings! 

A special word of thanks to Colin for all the hard
work and effort he puts into the Championships to
make everything go as smooth as it can for us.

Thanks also to Mark, Sarah, Claire and Valerie
for all the support shown to all the team members. 
I am looking forward to next year's World
Transplant Games in Malaga, Spain and I hope to
see you all back again. 

Vantaa = Fantastic

By HARRY WARD
Team Captain
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Name Event Medal
Bridie Nicholson Darts Singles Bronze

Petanque Singles Bronze
Petanque Doubles Bronze
Bowling Singles Bronze

Edward Crowe Darts Singles Bronze
Petanque Doubles Bronze
Badminton Doubles Bronze

Edward McAuliffe Petanque Singles Bronze
Finian Farrell Table Tennis Doubles Bronze
Harry Ward Badminton Doubles Bronze
John McAleer Petanque Singles Bronze
Kieran Murray 800m Track Bronze
Lenny Ryan 5000m Race Walk Bronze
Linda Waters Petanque Doubles Bronze
Matthew McNeive 100m Track Bronze

Table Tennis Singles Bronze
Table Tennis Doubles Bronze

Michael Dwyer Petanque Doubles Bronze
Mike Keohane Badminton Doubles Bronze
Noel Marsden 50m Breaststroke Bronze
Orla Hogan Ball Throw Bronze
Peter Heffernan 100m Freestyle Bronze
Richard McEvoy Darts Singles Bronze

Badminton Singles Bronze
Badminton Doubles Bronze

Ron Grainger Ball Throw Bronze
Zimele Brown Petanque Singles Bronze

Bowling Singles Bronze

Alan Gleeson Long Jump Silver
Bridie Nicholson Petanque Singles Silver
Charlie Ryan Petanque Singles Silver
Deirdre Faul 100m Breaststroke Silver
Edward McAuliffe Golf Silver
James Nolan 400m Track Silver

Name Event Medal
John McAleer Golf Silver
Lenny Ryan Petanque Singles Silver
Marie O’Connor 100m Track Silver

Ball Throw Silver
Michael Dwyer Golf Silver

Darts Singles Silver
Mike Keohane 5000m Race Walk Silver
Orla Hogan 50m Breaststroke Silver

50m Freestyle Silver
Peter Heffernan 100m Backstroke Silver

50m Freestyle Silver
Philip Kavanagh Golf Silver
Zimele Brown Darts Singles Silver

Alan Gleeson 100m Track Gold
200m Track Gold

Bridie Nicholson Petanque Doubles Gold
Charlie Ryan Darts Singles Gold
Deirdre Faul 50m Freestyle Gold

100m Freestyle Gold
400m Freestyle Gold
50m Breaststroke Gold

Edward McAuliffe Darts Singles Gold
James Nolan Golf Gold
Kieran Murray Golf Gold
Marie O’Connor Golf Gold

Petanque Singles Gold
Petanque Doubles Gold

Mike Keohane Discus Gold
Peter Heffernan 50m Backstroke Gold

400m Freestyle Gold
Ron Grainger Golf Gold

100m Track Gold
200m Track Gold
Long Jump Gold

MEDAL TABLE – 62 MEDALS – 5th Place
Gold
20

Silver
19

Bronze
23

TRANSPLANT TEAM IRELAND –
MEDALS

9TH EUROPEAN TRANSPLANT
SPORTS CHAMPIONSHIPSDIALYSIS



NAME COUNTY
Alan Gleeson Dublin
Bridie Nicholson Sligo
Charlie Ryan Cork
Chikoyo White Dublin
Deirdre Faul Dublin
Edward Crowe Tipperary
Edward McAuliffe Offaly
Finian Farrell Westmeath
Harry Ward Dublin
James Nolan Kildare
John McAleer Antrim
Kieran Murray Donegal
Lenny Ryan Dublin
Linda Waters Galway

NAME COUNTY
Marie O’Connor Clare
Matthew McNeive Mayo
Michael Dwyer Dublin
Mike Keohane Cork
Noel Marsden Westmeath
Orla Hogan Tipperary
Paul Prendergast Dublin
Peter Heffernan Dublin
Philip Kavanagh Wicklow
Richard McEvoy Limerick
Ron Grainger Dublin
Stephen Byrne Kerry
Zimele Brown Galway

THE FULL IRISH TEAM WAS:
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D
uring the cold and dark
month of January 2008,
Transplant Championships
seemed like a million miles

away and an impossible ask. Following
his transplant on Christmas Day, my
husband Mike had suffered major
rejection of his new liver. It was a very
challenging time but the mention of
the Transplant Games seemed to
promise a future without pain. Often
times, as he struggled down the
corridors of St. Vincent’s Hospital, in
Dublin, we would say: “We’ll look
back on this when you win a medal
and it will be all worthwhile”.

It seemed an eternity away and
indeed an empty promise. But now,
after eight Transplant Games and
several medals later, I thank God for
all donors and for the gift of good
health. And yes, it has all been so
worthwhile, not for the medals won –
which, of course are treasured – but
the experience of these Transplant
Championships that is so much more
than medals. It is the people we have
met, the friends we have made,
unique places we have travelled to
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and the life stories that we have been
honoured to hear and share. In the
middle of all of this, there is a lot of
laughter, fun and camaraderie, maybe
even some disagreements...Transplant
Team Ireland is, in all senses, a family.

Supporters are as much part of
Transplant Team Ireland as the athletes
and this surprised me, in a good way.
We go to all the nightly team
meetings, support at all the events
and help out in any way we can – it is
fully inclusive and we are all made feel
that we play a valuable part in the
week. This is the team ethos
promoted so positively by Team
Manager Colin White. Always
unflappable and calm in every
situation (I have seen him tested in the
extreme), Colin’s professional
approach and capable manner make
him the ideal negotiator and mediator.
He organises, advises, consults,
placates and is on constant call during
the week. It is not surprising that
other teams often seek him out to fix
their issues also.

Colin is ably assisted by Team
Captain Harry Ward. whose unique

humour and warm personality has
endeared him to all he meets and
every year people from other nations
ask Is Harry here? Surprisingly, they
can all understand his strong Dublin
accent (well all except Mike!). 

We also have a team doctor Claire
Kennedy whose professionalism and
dedication is of huge comfort to those
travelling with a variety of medical
baggage. PR ‘guru’ Sarah May records
all the events of the week – hugely
important in highlighting the need for
Organ Donation and all these vital
aspects of Transplant Team Ireland are
overseen by IKA CEO Mark Murphy,
who must be congratulating himself
on a ‘dream team’. 

This year, we travelled to Helsinki,
in Finland for the 9th European
Transplant & Dialysis Championships.
Helsinki is an unusual city and whilst it
may not have been on my wish list, it
has a certain quirky charm. Built
around its coveted harbour, there is a
strong sense of its violent past.
Everywhere is clean and tidy and the
constant brightness, throughout the
summer nights, is unusual and at
times disconcerting.

The food is different with fish a key
staple...we resisted the Rudolph
Special Pizza made with reindeer
meat! But, the people are very friendly
– quite reserved and they seem to be
used to living life to a strict routine. So
during our week in July, they had to
adjust to the raucous laughter of the
Irish well into the early hours. But by
the end of the week, it was funny to
hear them join in to the chorus of
Molly Malone.

I firmly believe that Transplant Team
Ireland does more for Irish tourism
that any brochure ever could –

The European Transplant & Dialysis Sports
Championships – A PERSONAL ACCOUNT By DEE KEOHANE
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everyone loves the Irish and they
look on with envy at the strong
team spirit evident throughout
the week. 

Being a supporter, be it at the
World, European or UK
Championships is a unique
experience – both humbling and
inspiring. All the athletes have
faced enormous personal
challenges, most had undergone
transplant operations and others
have to undergo dialysis for
several hours. Yet this never
diminishes the enthusiasm and
excitement as they participate in
their chosen sports – I can only
look on with great admiration.
They are all winners already. 

Whilst all the athletes want to
do well, it is always the donor
that is the centre of their
thoughts. It would be so
heartening for donor families to
experience the deeply felt
emotional tug that each has to
their donor and the donor’s
family and this is openly spoken
about during the week. It is clear
that Organ Donation works – you
can see it in the faces of the
athletes as they proudly carry
their country’s flag in the
opening ceremony, as they
compete in their sports, as they
step on the podium to receive
their medal. 

This ‘Yes We Can’ attitude of
Transplant Team Ireland must
surely give encouragement for
others on a similar health
journey, it must surely comfort all
donor families who get to see
the impact that the ‘Gift of Life’
can have and it definitely
changes lives. I would encourage
everyone to carry a donor card
and have that conversation with
a loved one     – organ donation
is vital as over 600 people await
a transplant in Ireland. Organ
Donation works  –  it was vividly
evident in Helsinki where the
athletes and teams from all over
Europe showed us the awesome
power that transplant sport has
to change lives –  Hel-Yeah!
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I
n 2004 I participated in my first sports
event organised by the Irish kidney
Association (IKA). I will never forget
the day – the rain was horizontal! I am

not a very sporty person but I wanted to
meet other people on dialysis and
transplant recipients also and I hoped to
become part of a community. I was
delighted to have been met with warm
friendship.

Rolling on a few years, I had the
opportunity to travel to Germany in 2008
to compete in the 5th European Transplant
& Dialysis Games. By this time I was seven
years on dialysis and I already counted
many of the people on the Irish team as
my friends. The Games were something to
look forward to and during the week we
were in Germany, I really enjoyed the
friendship and sense of fun in the team
and with all the competitors and
supporters from across Europe. Much to
my surprise I came home with two
medals! 

I also took part in the European Games
in Dublin in 2010 and I was delighted to
travel to Poland for the 2014
Championships in Krakow. At both events
my friendship circle grew and it was very
motivating to meet other people on
dialysis and hear about all they were
managing to achieve in their lives.

When we were leaving Krakow in 2014
I was already looking forward to travelling
to Finland in 2016. It was a great

motivator to
keep involved
with Transplant
Team Ireland
and to look
after myself
because I
wanted to be fit
enough to take
on the trip. 

I was
delighted that
there were six

What the Games 
mean to me…

By
CHIKOYO WHITE

of us on dialysis on the team this year and
I hope that our example will show others
what can be achieved even when you are
on dialysis. It is not only about the
competition, it is about travelling, meeting
new people and being part of something
special.

I really enjoyed our time in Finland and I
managed to pick up some medals too – a
big ‘thank you’ to my dialysis partner Linda
Waters. We teamed up to win a bronze
medal in doubles petanque! The food in
Finland was ‘interesting’ but the Irish team
is always good at coming up with plans to
cope so we ate well throughout the week. 

The dialysis facilities were excellent and
the staff were really friendly. I am on home
haemodialysis normally but I was able to
attend a dialysis unit and they let me
needle myself so all was good.

Every single person on the team helped
make my experience in Finland a
wonderful one and for that I am truly
grateful. I hope that I added something to
the team also! 

I strongly recommend the European
Transplant & Dialysis Sports Championships
to anyone on dialysis, and transplant
recipients too. I would also encourage you
to travel with a supporter or two (family or
friends) so that you can share the
experience and when you get home you
can also share the memories. I am
fortunate that I get to share the experience
with my husband every time – though as
Team Manager he is usually busy but it
adds something special to the experience
to be able to share it with a loved one!



T
his year I have been very lucky to
participate in my 7th international
transplant/dialysis sports event. My
first was in Germany in 2008 when

I was on dialysis.
After every Championships I return

home full of thanks to my donor, and
their family, for giving me this ‘Gift of
Life’. I am also thankful for being a
member of Transplant Team Ireland, who
are a group of people I call my friends
and they are also my extended family. 

I always return home excited and want
to do better in my sport at the next
competition. These feelings were the
same in 2016. However, I thought there
was something different and special this

year and that was the
impact of our new
members, their
families and friends
and all they
contributed to the
week. 

There were 14 new
faces this year and
each of them, in their
own right, brought a
new excitement and
dynamic to the team.
In my view the
Championships give
the new participants a
chance to compete in
their chosen sport(s),
but more importantly,
it lets them know that
they are not isolated
in their situation -
they and their families
are part of a bigger
Irish and world
transplant/dialysis
family.

It was great to see everyone compete
to the best of their ability in Finland. The
greatest achievement is to put in a
performance in which one can take pride.

The medals, whilst a great honour, are
secondary to the feeling that comes with
knowing that you were the best that you
could be on the day – wherever you
finished.

Listening to everybody after the
Championships it seems that all the
competitors are thinking about
possibilities for 2017 and 2018 and what
they intend to do to try to improve their
performances. I believe that by
participating in sport it helps us to keep
fit and by being fit, it will benefit us,
whether transplanted or waiting for the
call. 

As a team of supporters there are none
better than Transplant Team Ireland. We
support each, both in competition and
generally throughout the week. It was
great to see the new people buy into this
straight off. We also have a reputation for
supporting participants from other
countries in competitions. 

I would like to say a big ‘thank you’ to
Claire, our team doctor. It was her first
time to travel with the team yet she fitted
into the role immediately. She was a great
supporter and friend to everyone. Her
presence gave a quiet reassurance to all
that we had a consummate professional
looking after us.

At all the Games that I have attended I
always take time out to see the city we
are visiting. I believe that it is a golden
opportunity to see other places in the
world and meet people from different
cultural backgrounds. As I say to many of
my friends, have kidney failure and see
the world!

Transplant Team Ireland is a wonderful
group of individuals, who have a unique,
caring and entertaining Team Captain in
Harry Ward. We also have a Team
Manager who totally believes in
Transplant Team Ireland and what it
stands for and what it does. Colin and
Harry are two very nice people and we
say a BIG ‘thank you’ to them both.

By
PETER HEFFERNAN

                                    I K A  S U P P O R T W I N T E R 2 0 1 6 2 7�AT ALL THE GAMES THAT I HAVE ATTENDED I ALWAYS TAKE TIME OUT TO SEE THE CITY WE ARE VISITING. I BELIEVE THAT IT IS
A GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY TO SEE OTHER PLACES IN THE WORLD AND MEET PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT CULTURAL BACKGROUNDS.
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